
Our report on Feb. 16, 2011 makes more sense now than it did in 

February, especially when linked to the headline below: 

Click Here to read our February report.  

Does the title below sound like American Democracy to you? That’s what the American media 

wanted us to believe however. They created sound bites and images to give the appearance 

that those young people in Egypt were freedom fighters. This is the freedom and democracy 

they were fighting for, the freedom to kill all Jews! With democracy like this, who needs 

terrorists? 

May 09, 2011  

Leaders and clerics in the Moslem Brotherhood are calling for their followers to prepare 

for war against Israel and one leading brotherhood cleric has called for killing Jews to 

the very last one. This is the brotherhood that has played a major role in the chaos in 

the Arab capitals of the Middle East. 

 

As the Moslem Brotherhood rises to power in the Middle East, Israeli leaders see this as 

consolidating the power of Hamas and its hold on Gaza, a real concern to the Jewish 

state because the Hamas charter states unequivocally that it wants to eradicate Israel. 

 

Jimmy's Prophetic Prospective on the News 

 

With the rise of the Moslem Brotherhood and the so-called revolution in the Arab world, 

the endtime scenario that can be found in Bible prophecy comes much better into 

focus. 

 

One of the major players in the chaos spreading throughout the Arab world is the 

Moslem Brotherhood, an Islamist terror group that has spawned such terror 

organizations as Hamas and al Qaeda. The ideology of the brotherhood was made clear 

by one of its leading preachers based in Qatar who in one of his sermons called for 

http://www.trends2000.net/endtimes/archives/currentyrnews/021611-turningonfriends.htm


Israel and the Jews to be dealt with by Allah, the Islamic god, who should kill the Jews 

down to the very last one. This same Moslem Brotherhood preacher in a sermon aired 

on Al Jazeera claimed that Adolf Hitler was sent by Allah to punish the Jewish people. 

The brotherhood also supports Hamas, the Islamic Jihad, and Hezbollah, all Islamic 

terror groups who want to eradicate this world of the Jews. 

 

The scenario being played out now in the Arab world was foretold by the ancient Jewish 

prophets, a message for the last days. Daniel and Ezekiel both revealed that the Arab 

world would come to power and move to kill the Jews, Daniel 11 and Ezekiel 38. The 

prophet Joel said this would happen when every Moslem would be ready to form the 

largest militia ever formed on the earth, Joel 2. Even the Psalmist prophet, Psalm 83 

called for the Jews to be destroyed and their name be forgotten forever, Psalm 83:4. 

 

The rise to power of the Moslem Brotherhood and their impact on Middle East events is 

indeed setting the stage for Bible prophecy to be fulfilled. 
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